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Comments
redpillschool[S,M] [score hidden] 9 September, 2020 03:07 PM* stickied comment

I think this is an interesting topic- mainly because I am highly interested in sexual economic factors and futures.
It's clear that the internet, and the advent of the iPhone has changed the sexual landscape forever.
Online dating has had an effect as well, but not nearly as much as the validation machine of Facebook and
Instagram.
So what does our future look like in the world of Onlyfans?
I am aware of a growing number of sexless 20-somethings that would have normally had at least one or two
girlfriends but are instead virgins with no hope.
Women's attitudes in public have gotten visibly worse from what I've seen. Is the validation machine separating
women from reality? What will men's options be? What is the future for men?
I think the poster gets it wrong. They don't become un-datable because they're "used" goods. They become
undatable because the alpha widow principle.
No man competes with all men. Being exposed to the fact that her skin flaps can bring in $3k a week, there's
little to no reason she's going to have her head below the clouds. She will believe the golden vagina can demand
not only top dollar, but top talent.
max_peenor • 166 points • 9 September, 2020 03:23 PM*

The women responding in that post are so predictable: 'fault', 'hate' and ad hominem. They go nuts when you
restrict their options, even if the option is spreading their legs for cash. These are the same women that support
'sex work' but find any man that patronize it repulsive, even if they say it should be legal through their grinding
teeth. Too funny.
There was a time on PPD where you couldn't swing a dead cat without hitting a thread talking about prostitution.
The real interesting ones relevant to this conversation were those that asked women if they could 'date' (what a
retarded word) men that had seen prostitution. The overwhelming majority said no.
And then these cupcakes get offended when men would reject ex-hookers.
It is an interesting conversation, but ultimately it comes down to one thing: intersexual dynamics are not about
promoting and optimizing equity between the sexes. It's about who gains advantage and uses it. You can pretend
you don't want to play this game, but you have no choice.
GayLubeOil • 83 points • 9 September, 2020 03:59 PM*

Purple Pill is Karen central. They absorb whatever the latest neoliberal talking points are sans introspection
and then nag and shame people into the mainstream position. The only people who can endure that are
bugman beta males (who are naturally uncreative and boring), which is why discourse is absolutely dead
there.
If you want to understand how Karens kill the vitality of physical space look at what they did to that virtual
one.
sadomasochrist • 22 points • 9 September, 2020 08:03 PM

Not even. The Karen's were selfish but coherent. It is now jammed full of anti objectivist pedantics. It got
so pointless even I left.
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Even when they pretend to be objective they're just trying to build more of their ever thinner walls to
protect their own wanted conception of the world to survive.
It's the exact opposite of how men think and achieve greatness.
The deeper you get in the post truth world the more your soul suffers.
GayLubeOil • 21 points • 10 September, 2020 12:03 AM

What's fascinating about reddit is sometimes you get data points that you didn't even ask for. After
commenting in Purple Pill debate you me and Redpillschool have a rough idea of what it feels like to
be inside the democratic party.
"The deeper you get in the post truth world the more your soul suffers."
Yea that's why when you look at Bill Clinton, Hillary, Biden, Podesta's faces it looks like they had
their souls drained by a demon
sadomasochrist • 33 points • 10 September, 2020 12:46 AM

Sometimes I wonder how many of them actually believe this stuff though. Like Bill was a master
chameleon, so it's doubtful. His "wife" too. Makes you wonder if they were just high IQ enough
to realize it was easier to pander to the naive than it would be to try and strongarm the GP into
reality.
In the long run the GOP doesn't stand a chance. I agree that the USA is a failed state, it just hasn't
come to fruition yet, it's merely a matter of time by way of breeding norms.
It gets deep though, because there are some smart enough to realize the policies are garbage but
they still argue it "should" be that way. e.g. People who realize immigration is bad for your
country, but think about little Jose. e.g. All these European nations that know damn well
immigration is bad and have very high entrance barriers (PHD etc) and then let a flood of
refugees in.
Then you drill the furtherst layer, all the way into the core of it. That life is some sort of battle of
how much a person chooses to fantasize and how much they avoid the truth of reality.
That... is well, red pilling. How red pilled do you become? How much of the fantasy are you
willing to reject to accept life in the desert of the real?
Are you willing to accept that you should reject mass immigration, including immigrants because
you know it is wrong. Or are you willing to ignore that, because you choose to fantasize, or
because you are weak?
What is right, what is wrong?
Protocol_Apollo • 7 points • 10 September, 2020 09:35 AM

I agree that the USA is a failed state, it just hasn't come to fruition yet, it's merely a matter
of time by way of breeding norms
Question is where do you go from here?
Do you abandon ship?
Do you try to redeem it (assuming it even is)?
Or do you enjoy the decline and eventually sink with it?
UEMcGill • 9 points • 10 September, 2020 01:51 PM
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Question is where do you go from here?
The Redpill embraces the tenets of abundance right? Make sure you have options in case
things get untenable. I have two passports, and keep enough 'liquid' assets that I could
change states pretty easy. Sure I'd loose a lot in the process, but worrying about that would
be worrying about sunk costs.
Personally? I have some friends and business associates in Russia. There's money to be
made there hand over fist if you know how to deal with Russians. There's also some
intriguing Caribbean countries, if they don't get overrun by Chinese nationals fleeing Xi.

Or do you enjoy the decline and eventually sink with it?
As long as I feel safe and can profit, I'll ride it out. Don't think of it like riding the decline,
think of it like shorting a company that's about to go bankrupt. Too many people think
profit is only taken on the upside of markets, when you can profit in both directions.
Protocol_Apollo • 2 points • 10 September, 2020 06:30 PM

Too many people think profit is only taken on the upside of markets, when you can
profit in both directions.
Yep, I’m guilty of thinking this as well.
Got any tips on profiting when things go south?
Any go to liquid assets?
harbinger1945 • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 12:47 PM

You cant redeem what is essentially a country with broken back bone. And it will only get
worse before it will get better. Personally i am glad i live where i live, but even here i can
tell its just matter of time. Technology changes us too much, too quickly
NovicePilgrim • 1 point • 17 September, 2020 08:55 AM

Assets you don't lose are assets you win.
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 08:10 PM*

[removed]
max_peenor • 6 points • 10 September, 2020 02:54 PM

And there you have it. This line sums up the modern clown world perfectly. Objectivity is now
trolling.
redpillschool[S] • 26 points • 9 September, 2020 04:51 PM

If you want to understand how Karens kill the vitality of physical space look at what they did to that
virtual one.
It's a brilliant case study.
TranscendedCrow • 2 points • 10 September, 2020 12:10 AM
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bugman
I laughed. Just finished bronze age mindset tonight!
Shieldless_One • 97 points • 9 September, 2020 05:17 PM

On a side note I think the growth of onlythots and thot culture is redpilling a lot of men, either online or
naturally.
GayLubeOil • 43 points • 9 September, 2020 06:13 PM

I'd be careful of taking a trend and extrapolating it out way too much. Things have a way of counterbalancing
themselves. Only Fans is already a meme and as such it's generating a reactionary counter push.
I think over time only fans is going to morph into something completely different if it survives at all. Reddit
started off as one thing and now it's a completely different dynamic.
zino193 • 17 points • 10 September, 2020 06:42 AM

This guy gets it.
I think Only fans is the natural evolution of Social media (amateur porn includes) and web 2.0. It's a natural
mutation of the thot-simp dynamic. It's just democratization of orbiter behavior.
We will learn to accept and even love it as we do FB, influencer culture and other one to many relationships.
It won't be of itself socially changing, but it's existence will create reactionary views that will change culture.
Just like we are woke to fake news, or fake endorcements, we will be woke as a society to simping and
attention whoring.
max_peenor • 7 points • 10 September, 2020 03:03 PM

If you want a case study on what women do to organizational or social structures, watch them truck in
barrels of toxic waste so they can deliberately poison the well, as they are currently doing to OnlyFans.
redpillschool[S] • 7 points • 10 September, 2020 04:36 PM

What's even funnier is that this whole thing went down due to the actions of a weak 5.
max_peenor • 3 points • 11 September, 2020 01:40 AM

Whoa. I'm not even sure the donkey would do the show with her.
yomo86 • 1 point • 24 September, 2020 04:24 PM

The flying fuck. That's funny
UEMcGill • 74 points • 9 September, 2020 05:45 PM

Interesting thought experiment but to me it seems to miss out on a some fundamental economics. No business
segment survives with essentially no barrier to entry and unlimited supply. Commoditization will make it a
buyers market eventually and you'll end up seeing subscription based service etc. Hell they have an all you can
fuck Brothel in Germany. Supply will push market prices down, make no mistake. That'll also serve as a barrier
to entry to many potential "suppliers" as the opportunity cost will out weight any benefits of side hustling tittycams.
I've said it before, and I'll say it again. Men with low skill sets and low economic value sell their bodies doing
hard manual labor. They work in coal mines, or slinging shingles on roofs or any myriad of low skill back
braking work. Women sold their soul to the devil of "diversity and equality" and now they're seeing the rewards.
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Prostitution was always their option to sell their bodies. Now you're seeing market diversification. It's just
another way for a low skill, low value woman to sell her body.
It used to be a woman's value was mostly related to her ability to provide children. Feminism has changed the
outlook on that and here we are. So women whose best bet would have been to produce some crotch fruit are out
of a viable place to market their assets.
The upside should be pretty clear. It will continue to be a buyers market if you are a high value man. Feminism
was always a response about price control. Feminists wanted 'deregulation' of the market so that they could set
the prices according to their best interests. Instead what's happened is like any deregulated market you're seeing
a proliferation of options and different market conditions. And just like airlines chase high value customers like
business travelers with perks and benefits you'll see high value women attempt to differentiate themselves to
keep attracting high value men.
No worries gents. Enjoy the decline. If you know what you are doing it makes no difference whether it's a bull
market or a bear market. People like the op from PPD are crying about a market bubble or maybe we should be
Marxists with pussy. Meanwhile those that have swallowed the Redpill are Hedge fund managers who profit in
any market.
itiswr1tten • 26 points • 9 September, 2020 08:19 PM

Yep. One would have to be economically illiterate to not understand that it is a tiny minority of whores
making enough to live off any kind of whoring - and that the moat around the few whores making big bank is
sealed.
Like all losers, they get really upset by edge cases if it involves a woman.
redpillschool[S] • 7 points • 10 September, 2020 01:40 PM

Yep. One would have to be economically illiterate to not understand that it is a tiny minority of
whores making enough to live off any kind of whoring - and that the moat around the few whores
making big bank is sealed.
You don't have to participate in a market- hell, you can be completely unsuccessful in a market, but you
can still see the selling price and get an inflated view of what your own goods are worth.
Eventually, you have to adjust your ask when you realize nobody's biting. But that doesn't mean the
psychology behind the errant ask isn't still there, ruining her life and turning away any guy she's near.
itiswr1tten • 7 points • 10 September, 2020 02:09 PM

Sure but I don't fuck or date emotionally retarded egomaniacs, so I believe this is a problem relegated
to "other dudes"
max_peenor • 7 points • 10 September, 2020 03:00 PM

emotionally retarded egomaniacs
So, you're gay then?
redpillschool[S] • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 04:20 PM

So, you're gay then?
He set it up, it's fair play.
itiswr1tten • 3 points • 11 September, 2020 03:26 AM
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I'm gay
Whisper • 4 points • 11 September, 2020 06:00 AM

I don't fuck or date emotionally retarded egomaniacs
I'm not sure if this means you are gay, or if it means you are celibate.
redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 10 September, 2020 04:21 PM

Sure but I don't fuck or date emotionally retarded egomaniacs, so I believe this is a problem
relegated to "other dudes"
I believe we in the biz call that "tragedy of the commons."
itiswr1tten • 1 point • 11 September, 2020 03:26 AM

Someone once said,
It be like that sometimes
Redpiller77 • 1 point • 14 September, 2020 05:40 PM

That all you can fuck brothel sounds amazing.
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 05:03 PM

[deleted]
rebuildingMyself • 14 points • 9 September, 2020 06:53 PM

Never thought I'd find a reason to respect a sugar baby, but at least they perform an actual service for their
money.
Domebeers • 21 points • 9 September, 2020 05:25 PM

my dudes, they all have them now. Try 2021, not 2030, LMAO.
I have a smoke show 18 year old on staff. She tells me her friends have these sights, and that's what they do for
work.
What's sad about it, besides everything, is that the more girls pour in to these sights, the less desirable they will
be, as there will be more competition. The hottest girls globally will get all the attention and money, and local
chicks will be forced to rely on people they know in real life to sponsor them. Fucking whores lol.
bskeevy • 14 points • 9 September, 2020 09:58 PM*

These are the same women that support 'sex work' but find any man that patronize it repulsive
This one always gets me thinking: with virtually any other vice, especially things that have illegal components to
them, the fault is generally on the “supplier”, as it were.
For example, if an 18 year old buys beer, the liquor store or bar will be held liable. Vice squads in police
departments don’t generally go after the guys buying a few rocks, they look for the meth labs and major dealers
and take them out. Same with cigarettes; it’s not the smokers fault, it’s Big Tobacco for getting them addicted.
But for some reason, whenever the “supplier“ of the vice is a female using her body (camming, prostitution etc),
suddenly the blame and fault all shifts to the consumer of the product.
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apjfqw • 12 points • 9 September, 2020 06:22 PM

I cant believe are paying for this, when there is already so much free porn on the internet.
cluelessguitarist • 7 points • 9 September, 2020 08:46 PM

Yea there is enough porn made, there is really no need for.more, whats sad is that this guys go to onlyfans to
not feel sad and get emotional connections with this girls, but there is an extreme to this, some guys are
attracted also to AI so is just a matter of time to have cybergirls that dont age that will probably compete
with the actual real life girls, its just a matter of time but we are heading there.....
hatefulreason • 6 points • 20 September, 2020 10:11 PM

There is one virtual girl already and some thots are hella mad
nofappp • 6 points • 10 September, 2020 12:04 AM

fan interaction is the real selling point of Onlyfans.
_do_not_read_this_ • 26 points • 9 September, 2020 03:17 PM

Executive summary for us oldsters who don't know what "onlyfans" is used for and why I should care.
redpillschool[S] • 55 points • 9 September, 2020 03:19 PM

Camwhoring made considerably more mainstream / acceptable.
Remember how online dating was weird and for nerds not too long ago? Now Tinder is basically pop
culture.
Having an onlyfans is somehow growing support as a legitimate thing, whereas being a camwhore was
considered dirty.
JamesSkepp • 43 points • 9 September, 2020 04:48 PM

There's another interpretation too.
Women thrive on attention and validation since it directly measures her social standing. They already
post revealing, sexualized, semi naked pictures on instagram, gain following and make money via
product promotion. Onlyfans is simply direct monetization of what women already do, just without
restriction on what kind of content they can post.
On one side, I get that Onlyfans might seem like a modern version of prostitutes, the "online sex worker",
but this is not the fault of Onlyfans or social media in general. Women behaved like that forever and the
only thing that's changing is societal acceptance level for "how much can a woman show and not be
shamed for that"and the level of technology that allowed female nature to be seen en masse. AWALT
and it has nothing to do with economy, only with their nature. The fact that they make money showing
tits online is an added bonus to what was already built in them - gaining resources from men. Some
women are more discreet about that (BB bf or husband) some are more more open (onlyfans).
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 06:59 PM*

[deleted]
JamesSkepp • 11 points • 10 September, 2020 06:55 AM

100% of women behave like women.
Nihilisticmdphdstdnt • 11 points • 9 September, 2020 05:28 PM
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Remember how online dating was weird and for nerds not too long ago? Now Tinder is basically pop
culture.
Tangentially related, but I have found this phenomenon for a lot of things. I had a buddy when I was a
kid who was into yugioh, anime, marvel, videogames and he was my buddy but at the time that shit was
weird. He was a social outcast/pariah and fell through the cracks/depression.
It's just so strange to me that nerds like him were at the forefront and now everyone and their mother are
into it now but he didn't reap any of the benefits for being at the forefront.
MakoShark93 • 5 points • 10 September, 2020 12:00 AM

Unfair. Your friend was before his time.
Redpiller77 • 3 points • 14 September, 2020 05:45 PM

Yeah, 20 years before you were a loser if you played videogames but now videogames aren't
inclusive enough or whatever.
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 04:47 PM

[deleted]
_do_not_read_this_ • 18 points • 9 September, 2020 04:50 PM

Tumblr but I have to pay?
No thanks.
LOL people pay for nudes anymore?
nofappp • 6 points • 9 September, 2020 11:42 PM

fan interaction is the real selling point.
nofappp • 4 points • 9 September, 2020 11:42 PM

fan interaction is the real selling point.
RealMcGonzo • 13 points • 9 September, 2020 04:31 PM

why I should care.
You shouldn't. There's not enough demand to go around. It'll be the usual stuff, a few make some coin while
a bunch of losers try and fail.
Nihilisticmdphdstdnt • 22 points • 9 September, 2020 05:23 PM

Pimps used to take 80% and give their hoe 20%.
OF gives their hoe 80% and the pimp keeps 20%. And the hoes don't even need to put out.
I'm not sure what the solution to the problem is.
HumanSockPuppet • 11 points • 9 September, 2020 07:45 PM

I don't see a problem. Just a situation that men need to react to at an individual level so they can continue
getting laid.
Nihilisticmdphdstdnt • 5 points • 9 September, 2020 08:37 PM
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Hypothetically speaking, I could DM your mom on instagram right now to show me her tits. And if she's
caught in the right feels (Ie she's feeling insecure, her husband pissed her off, etc.) she'd do it.
No disrespect just trying to make a point. Isn't that weird to you? Has it always been like this, just the
medium is different?
HumanSockPuppet • 10 points • 9 September, 2020 09:06 PM

When guys talk about "problems" in dating culture, they never question their assumption that dating
was meant to be a balanced affair. It wasn't. In fact, it wasn't meant to be anything at all. It's the result
of numerous factors simultaneously at play, otherwise known as an "emergent property".
Of course a technological change is going to affect the social landscape. Technological changes
always do that. The Red Pill supplies you with everything you need to know to adjust your approach
to the constantly-shifting landscape. So the question is, how are you adapting to the changes?
Nihilisticmdphdstdnt • 3 points • 9 September, 2020 09:11 PM

I dunno I guess I lift, dont do "so there's this girl", live with myself as the focal point, take a
captain role with bitches. Shit like that
Redpiller77 • 1 point • 14 September, 2020 05:47 PM

The only option is to keep doing whatever you were doing. But you can't blame a man for
thinking "I wish all women I know weren't whores". You can adapt to the situation and still don't
like it.
rorrr • 4 points • 9 September, 2020 09:51 PM

You could DM a thousand women on instagram, but I doubt you will have even one responding.
Nihilisticmdphdstdnt • 2 points • 9 September, 2020 10:57 PM

Can't tell if you're being facetious or legitimate but I've fucked many girls starting with a DM.
Woujo • 10 points • 10 September, 2020 03:38 AM

> My prediction is that by 2030, practically every attractive young Western woman will have an OnlyFans and
be completely undateable as a result.
This is wrong for many reasons, but a main reason is that it is not economically viable. Sex work has historically
been financially lucrative because the social costs were so high. In return for making higher than average money,
hookers would endure humiliation, ostracism, and the foreclosure of other economic opportunities in the
mainstream world. As the social costs decrease and more girls get into sex work, the financial opportunities
dwindle: it is simple supply and demand. A lot of guys are willing to pay money for OF, but the demand is not
infinite; at some point when the supply gets too great the financial rewards will drop dramatically. My guess is
that only a small percentage of girls on OF are making real money and even that is inconsistent and requires lots
of hard work to keep up.
The same thing happened in porn. The vast majority of "porn stars" cannot support themselves doing porn: there
just isn't enough work, partly because demand is limited. The rest of the girls have to escort on the side or get
real jobs like bartending and waitressing.
Here is an interesting twist that nobody wants to talk about: One of the social costs to being a hooker in the past
was the fact that you would lose the opportunity to date a decent guy because decent guys would not date
hookers. That social cost is almost gone now not because decent guys want to date hookers, but because there
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are almost no decent guys left in society. In modern society, a small percentage of "alpha males" fucks like 90%
of the women, and the rest of the men slip deeper and deeper into being unattractive, needy, betas. It has become
so bad that most attractive women in modern society have an almost 0% chance of finding a reliable, attractive
"alpha" male who will commit to them, so why NOT become a hooker?
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 03:15 PM

[removed]
muff_marauder • 21 points • 9 September, 2020 05:40 PM

I'm an economist and supporter of free-markets. Due to the fact that free-market capitalism in the West has
largely dissolved into crony capitalism, there are fewer jobs for all, and you've got to get your money where you
can now.
As long as these young women are aware of the short-term risks (rape by stalker, doxxing, immediate firing
from work upon discovery, family issues) and the long-term risks (eventual firing from work, becoming a pariah,
dating issues)... who cares?
Sex work is work too and can be a good choice for large income, even when all risks are counted. For example,
is OF soft-prostitution really any more devastating to young American women than joining the Army or Marines
is to a young American man? Even if he doesn't go to war, that young military man is going to have horrible
knee problems for life starting around 35.
As the USA burdens its economy further and further with relatively high minimum wage and regulations, good
jobs will continue to disappear. The sex industry should be broadened and optimally regulated so more people
(women and men) can make a decent living.
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 07:32 PM*

[removed]
muff_marauder • -3 points • 9 September, 2020 09:16 PM*

u/jojojijo333
What does it mean for terpers? You have a bit more work to do and all recommended TRP principles
are more true today than ever.
If this trend in the USA towards prostitution goes mainstream and full-service prostitution becomes
widely legal... RedPill, seduction, and pickup will become irrelevant.
Affordable, professional, full-service prostitutes will become abundant and men who crave sex won't
need "game" at all.
Therefore legalized prostitution is the ultimate enemy of this and any other seduction-teaching entity if
those entities want to remain going-concerns.
Edit: clarity
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 10:36 PM*

[removed]
muff_marauder • 0 points • 10 September, 2020 01:11 AM*

u/jojojijo333
TRP is understanding of female nature, game a.k.a. seduction is about sexual conquest not
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only sex
TRP is absolutely about that! In fact, the overwhelming majority of TRP's lessons relate to
becoming fit enough to get laid, becoming successful enough to get laid, becoming suave enough
to get laid, or simply "field reports" about getting laid.
None of that is necessary at all for horny men in a world where quality, female prostitutes are
common and affordable. If you're looking for a wife in that environment, then sure, TRP is
excellent advice (except TRP often suggests or implies to never get married).
The day prostitution becomes legal, cheap, and fun in the USA this sub will become a ghost town.
But until then... TRP is the way.
theredsperg • 3 points • 14 September, 2020 01:49 PM

trp won't be a ghost town, it'll be used more than ever.
the uk is rife with prostitution, the us isn't going to become a ghost town
[deleted] • 1 point • 12 September, 2020 10:27 PM

Huh free market capitalism in essence always devolves into getting more profit and in exchange takes
advantage of society's vices. The more competition there is the less profit. Eventually market prices become
equal and industries of old become unprofitable as the economy sustains a evolution. For the capitalist this
means looking for ways for more profit and taking riskier plays and taking advantage of morality. This can
be seen in the evolution of the music industry, the sports industry, and the gaming industry. Crony capitalism
is free market capitalism because eventually the market gets saturated so capitalism has to make a new
market or corner a market.
muff_marauder • 4 points • 12 September, 2020 11:00 PM

Crony capitalism is free market capitalism because eventually the market gets saturated so capitalism
has to make a new market or corner a market.
Crony capitalism is not equal to free-market capitalism, though you are correct that crony capitalism is
one possible outcome of free-market capitalism which is poorly regulated.
Crony capitalists engage in what free-market economists call "rent-seeking behavior".
"Rents", an archaic term for potential profits, are sought by crony capitalists by exploiting corruptable
regulators and corruptable politicians if that is easier to do than competiting for those same potential
profits in the open market.
Sadly, your common voter does not understand nor care about the importance of crony capitalism, so
corrupt politicians/bureacrats/regulators of all stripes work in the background with "lobbyists" at the
public's expense.
A great step towards curing (or at least delaying) your inevitable "devolution" from free-market to crony
capitalism is teaching free-market theory and values for public-school students. This will help
"innoculate" the public from crony capitalism.
YogiTy1988 • 8 points • 9 September, 2020 05:28 PM

When the simps out number red pilled men along with nofappers and semen retention guys, they’ll make money.
Simple as that.
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mikrodizels • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 10:11 AM

They already outnumber them like 9 to 1 at least, what are you talking about
Appex1 • 26 points • 9 September, 2020 04:59 PM

If I were a woman, I would be doing the same thing.
rebuildingMyself • 39 points • 9 September, 2020 06:54 PM

Exactly. Build up your market with a titty-streaming twitch channel, then start dropping mentions of your OF
page. There is nobody on this planet more privileged than an attractive western woman.
ogkushinjapan • 24 points • 9 September, 2020 07:37 PM

Yet they feel the most oppressed.
rebuildingMyself • 22 points • 9 September, 2020 07:46 PM

Being a victim = attention, sympathy, and pussy passes. No way they'll ever give up the illusion and
threaten that gravy train
slackw1zard • 15 points • 9 September, 2020 05:53 PM

I KNOW right, like wtf hahaha. If was a legit attractive woman I would do the same thing though IDK how
much happiness a woman's life can attain and their odds in general.
cydestiny • 6 points • 10 September, 2020 12:43 AM

OF is the extreme, most attractive woman will settle for Instagram/Tik Tok/Twitter, or whatever mainstream
apps that we going to have in the future.
I think there's a balance in things, not yin yang bullshit but the bell curve, the normal distribution. While the
paradigm shift, the numbers are going to scale itself out, i.e. at 2030, the thots on OF is going to be the same
percentile as of today or in simple words, those who are consciously selling sex is going to be that small group
of people.
Sex is such a powerful weapon if you used it covertly since high value man (in woman's perspective) doesn't
always comes with the skill to navigate the SMP. A hot young bitch that knows how to use sex covertly, i.e.
instagram models per se, "I'm showing skin because it's my job and I'm kinda hot but I still long for that ONE
prince charming, oooh you have a private yacht, let's talk".
Versus if woman use sex overtly, it is usually when they are put there. If you tell a woman that there isn't any
consequences of selling sex, she will happily do it. I have a few Asians female friends who turn sluts when they
are studying abroad. Most people blamed it to the western culture but since we all know it's not (AWALT if you
need your homework revised), it is just because they are far away from all the consequences that would happen,
i.e. in a stranger's land. Same goes to other woman, if they don't lose anything in real life (people, family, etc.),
selling sex is just too easy not to do, given the platforms available online. But most woman, have something to
keep them in check and will remain so because that's how our population is programmed to do, we keep the
sheep in lines using cultures, morals, educations and whatever shit that constitute "the well being of a human
being."
tldr; When enough woman joined OF, the pie share is not going to be as lucrative as it used to be, henceforth the
platform will stop growing while remaining actively available. The mainstream platform will always be the only
way to optimize hypergamy.
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jpfrana • 10 points • 9 September, 2020 09:02 PM

Women are already undateable
whatsthisgarg • 6 points • 10 September, 2020 04:25 AM

Women are already undateable
I had a laugh
I'm going to compile your comment history like it's a post-modern novel
xeq937 • 4 points • 9 September, 2020 07:43 PM

No, it will reach a saturation point where the fan base wears out and the whole thing quits. People talk, it'll get
old and unfashionable overnight at some point. Attractive young women are already nearly 100% undateable,
we're already there.
Merica911 • 5 points • 10 September, 2020 02:15 AM

And if they do, they're only playing Checkers not Chess.
Onlyfans account. OK yeah they'll get their $4.99 per month months per subscriber and I'm sure we fees it's less
than that. And let's say they are making $3k to $7k a month for your avg thot, why won't she rather get married
to alpha Chad living in half million house etc?
Onlyfans is just Bypassing pornhub pay wall. Don't get it twisted
scissor_me_timbers00 • 5 points • 10 September, 2020 05:37 AM

PURE WEIMAR
At some point the origins of patriarchy will have to be reinvented where you get stoned or some Old Testament
shit if you go out thotting.
tomsmith856 • 6 points • 20 September, 2020 11:57 AM

Western society in 2020 makes me wonder if Islamic societies are onto something by restricting social mixing
between the genders.
redditthrowaway1478 • 4 points • 9 September, 2020 10:53 PM

Onlyfans suffers from the same problems we all do - competition and variety.
Female Competition is extremely fierce in that space and humans have a funny way of growing bored with what
was once novelty. Only those at the top will be able to make great money.
Computer screens will further dehumanize and commoditized sex workers, so they will feel mistreated and
disrespected constantly, and they will be cast aside in favor of newer content or when customers look for
whoever is the hottest and newest product on the market.
Hottest product on the market...Good god...and that last line is what women nowadays are fighting for.
RealJoeDee • 4 points • 10 September, 2020 12:58 AM

I see two reasons that won't occur:
There is a growing undercurrent of conservative values starting to take root in the younger generation as that's
the new rebelling against (leftist) authority. This is starting to cause the pendulum to swing back to the right
making "good girls" fashionable again.
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Remember, people are stupid and we see women jumping on bandwagons when guys are the trailblazers making
something safe and comfortable mainstream. Gaming is a good example of this. For decades guys who gamed
were denigrated as losers, but eventually it became mainstream and suddenly women flocked to it (and now
dominate it, not in skill, but in attention and validation). Mark my words we're going to see the same thing with
conservative values & politics. Hell, we already have a term for the ones who do: ConservaThots.
Okay, I lied. I only have the one reason we won't see 100% of them with an Onlyfans.
pig_tickler • 5 points • 13 September, 2020 03:40 PM

But what happens when the market becomes flooded with supply?
In the late nineties, you would have to pay $10-20 per month for access to non-pixelated pictures of naked
women. One DVD would cost a similar amount. Then PornHub came along and put them all out of business.
If there are half a billion “amateur” porn stars in the market at any time, many of them would surely have to
resort to catering to obscure or extreme tastes in order to remain competitive. I think the days of earning $3k a
week are probably numbered for all but a select few.
I wonder, if women had any self awareness, at what point they would ask themselves if a life of lying in front of
a webcam with a 12 inch vibrator stuck up their pussy (whilst making occasional trips outside the home to allow
middle aged men to ejaculate on their feet) is really a better alternative to being a stay at home mom and raising
a family.
Unfortunately for women, their myopia doesn’t allow them to see beyond the promise of a new luxury handbag
TODAY instead of a lifetime of comfort and dignity.
The other big question to arise is what happens when they hit the wall? Where’s their retirement plan? Ain’t no
pension or 401k for masturbating on camera.
Foend • 3 points • 17 September, 2020 02:52 AM

Cant see it, the women in my community that are known to operate on only fans are shunned.
They all share the common trend that were already known to be sexually promiscuous before the app was
around.
Maybe its different in the US where all of the elements regarding this are in a more progressed state.
Kuroslav007 • 4 points • 18 September, 2020 09:46 AM

Ok. Why would any man support the degenerated whores? And their online channels? If you need sex, just
prostitutionmaxx. Do not date them, do not marry them.
Amon35 • 3 points • 9 September, 2020 05:27 PM

Every attractive chick opening an onlyfans account seems realistic. However the problem with this theory is the
dudes that pays this chicks has no discipline therefore majority of them will be jobless by that time. We can say
fresh blood will take their place but when I look at the new generation of men I have doubts about it.
Top tier chicks can get some stuff or become sugar babies but every attractive chick making bank seems
unrealistic. At that time most of them might realize the fact that "once on the internet, always on the internet"
and back pedal on onlyfans.
In order to secure a provider they might avoid it. Considering the fact that we have betas that fear the idea of
marriage might become a deterrant too. Time will tell I guess :/
arakouzo • 3 points • 9 September, 2020 07:31 PM
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Making money on the internet is hard. Most women, even hot ones, don't just get lots of money and free shit for
posting pics and chatting on the internet.
If a whole bunch of women did this, a tiny fraction of them would make any money, and the other 99 percent
would be like those 50 year old former housewives who play at being a realtor and selling makeup or nutritional
supplement ponzi schemes but don't actually make any money or have a job.
Beej67 • 3 points • 9 September, 2020 08:23 PM

I'm of the impression that sugar baby websites are much more highly trafficked, and are probably on net much
more damaging to the traditional relationship model, than onlyfans.
I'd like to see some traffic and user comparison statistics on that.
The other thing that we'll likely see that will crater onlyfans, is an influx of third world onlyfans accounts. If an
American white woman can make $20k at it in a year, that's not much. If a Filipino lady in Manila can make the
same, she can buy a house. And they're less likely to be fat. Virtual sex is infinitely more outsource-able than
even most other tech related jobs.
derpitaway • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 04:00 AM

I think we’ll see a major pull back. When the first girls start hitting the wall and the internet has kept record.
High value dudes won’t settle for that shit and it will be a pendulum swing of over conservatives high females.
The rest a whore fest.
Liesymmetrymanifold • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 04:06 AM

Onlyfans is the new McDonalds job.
[deleted] • 1 point • 6 October, 2020 08:17 PM

I have a lot more respect for McDonald's workers.
George_Rockwell • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 05:11 AM

The most recent historical example of women turning to prostitution en mass is Weimar Germany. Surely this
will end well for us, right?
assa_ssin • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 12:33 PM

Free market is always true. Let the hustlers hustle.
Mgtow_troaway • 3 points • 10 September, 2020 04:03 PM

undateable? You mean there's gonna be a spike in blue pillers posting "my wife of 10 years revealed to me she
had an onlyfans as a teenager, and I don't know how to feel about it" posts on relationship_advice. Theyll get
shamed into submission, move on, and mask the pain with beekeeping or some other stupid cope.
theredsperg • 3 points • 14 September, 2020 01:46 PM

imo, women have always sold sex, this is just another evolution
TricksterOfFate • 3 points • 15 September, 2020 03:36 AM

By 2030 most girls will be escort. They will charge their simps 5000 the hour, while also making cash on
onlyfans for the simps that cannot pay. Just imagine if bell Delphine was an escort, she could charge her simps
100000 the hour.
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yomo86 • 3 points • 24 September, 2020 04:28 PM

In my opinion there are two outcome and all favor men. First every girl enters OF and this drives the prices
down. Downright to give me two cents and I finger myself and moan your name. Or a couple of chicks will
come out on top being the litmus test of an attractive woman. Imagine your fat plain Jane competing against the
.001 percentile of female attractiveness.
vulgar_display_ • 5 points • 9 September, 2020 10:29 PM

Let’s hope it doesn’t go so far. The girls with large OF followings are only fucking those guys though — that’s
for certain.
To elaborate on my earlier comment, I still think a larger majority of females will not be on OF, even in 2030.
There’s a lot of girls who are 7+’s who aren’t that outwardly sexual. They might dress hot, they might have great
bodies, etc. They might even have high sex drives. But they do have high enough self-esteem to not expose
themselves to any slovering male on the internet for money. For a career.
I’ve been with a lot of them myself. You know, those cute girls with nice figures and clothes that flatter them,
but who maintain a somewhat “innocent” front — they won’t sleep with a guy consistently till he cuffs her, etc.
Granted, it is 2020, and I think by the year 2030 OF will become main strain enough as to where a solid 35
percent of hot girls will have made or considered making an OF. And that’s no small number. BP guys are pretty
fucked.
ZymfRmzKt6Y2UV • 1 point • 10 September, 2020 09:49 PM

most attractive woman will settle for Instagram/Tik Tok/Twitter
they just use those to funnel simps into their OF
zino193 • 5 points • 10 September, 2020 06:33 AM

What definition of dating are you using?
I get a feeling that guys that think like you take principles like: don't comit if: she is a stripper, single mom,
sucked 4+ dicks, had a gang-bang with her brother - and idealize the opposite.
You are fawning over a time where the mystical chaste 8+ was picking men off the street and throwing her
virginity at them. That never existed outside of anime.
Women are whores- all women, since the beginning of time. The dual nature was always in place - you just
didn't get to see it in a single woman.
Onlyfans and fucking around just shows you that that cool pedestaized fun girl you never had a shot with - is just
as much of a whore as the shaved head feminist that hangs out in bars on a Thursday. - and you still don't have a
shot with. Get that thick pill down - all women are whores, and whores are still better than you.
AWALT man, there are no women meek enough to be impressed and dominated by weaklings. Get it through
your thick skull, stop praying for mother Mary and the virgin mother figure. That's not on the menu until you
become a guy worth a fuck - regardless of the woman, her past, her revenue source, country of birth or wealth.
Now, the irony is once you become a guy that isn't repulsive, that women wouldn't prefer suicide to being
impregnated by him - then women give you another side of them. And that makes all that frustration and hatred
go away. You accept the whore, because you aren't expecting the vestal virgin. You get it - you fuck it - and thus
there's no reason to maintain that wishful thinking of women being some parody of the high-school sweetheart
or the girl next door.
Cptn_Jib • 11 points • 9 September, 2020 04:57 PM
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Such a dumb post, women who wouldn't go into porn wont make an only fans, and there are plenty of women
who wouldn't. It's free to make an only fans, why haven't all the women I know made one already? Because they
won't, ever.
redpillschool[S] • 17 points • 9 September, 2020 05:58 PM

Such a dumb post, women who wouldn't go into porn wont make an only fans,
I wouldn't be so sure. A lot of women today already have border-line softcore porn on their facebooks and
instagrams in trade for validation.
They might not get naked but thirsty fucks will spend money on anything they can get.
Proto_Sigma • 6 points • 10 September, 2020 12:31 AM

Women want to act like sluts without feeing like sluts. The higher the pay and the lower the social costs
the the more women are going to opt in.
u/UEMcGill already did an excellent write up of how a glut in the supply of OnlyFans will eventually
drive down the price to the point where many women will have much better options. And as limp-wristed
and ineffectual as cultural conservatism has been in living memory, I doubt that by 2030 things will have
degenerated so much that ‘sex work’ will be ubiquitous. All women will not have an OnlyFans.
...We’re talking 15-20% tops
[deleted] • 5 points • 9 September, 2020 05:51 PM

Yeah, and as another dude pointed out, there will never be enough demand for it to get that bad with regular
internet porn also being free and legal.
redpillschool[S] • 8 points • 9 September, 2020 05:58 PM

there will never be enough demand for it to get that bad with regular internet porn also being free and
legal.
Makes you wonder how ANY of them make money if you can easily get free porn right now.
[deleted] • 11 points • 9 September, 2020 06:00 PM

Simps man, I just don’t get it.
ogkushinjapan • 9 points • 9 September, 2020 07:40 PM

Checkout Rollo’s vid with Andrew Tate who runs a camwhoring business. Tate states that the
main reason guys buy into it is for the sense of companionship and validation they get.
Transactional nature of the male desire.
[deleted] • 4 points • 9 September, 2020 10:07 PM

Everyone needs companionship and validation to some degree. I feel like if it’s through
monetary exchange it kinda defeats the purpose though and authenticity though. That’s
interesting, I’ll have to check it out.
nofappp • 1 point • 10 September, 2020 12:05 AM

fan interaction is the real selling point of Onlyfans.
nofappp • 1 point • 10 September, 2020 12:05 AM
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fan interaction is the real selling point of Onlyfans.
nofappp • 1 point • 10 September, 2020 12:05 AM

fan interaction is the real selling point of Onlyfans.
[deleted] • 6 points • 9 September, 2020 05:08 PM

I call bullshit.
First of all -- if there will be a decline in population growth or a huge risk factor for "rapidly aging population"
government forces will intervene. They found a way to ban tic-tok, they "banned" porn in Russia (still highly
accessible, but a bit more taboo) and they will ban onlyfans if needed. No government wants a population filled
with old folks, thots and betas.
Second of all -- the rapid depression growth. We are already noticing a huge amount of folks who are battling
with the internet addiction. Communities like NoFap, RedPill etc are gathering together to fight "with Evil". It is
well known that where there is demand there will always be supply, but what if there IS NO DEMAND? I, for
one, have an optimistic view of men getting there shit together and not paying thots on the internet. OnlyFans
blew up quickly, it's going to shut down even faster.
Point three -- increase in competition. When youtube first started it was quite easy to become a blogger. All you
had to do is have a camera and film some interesting shit. No editing, no back ground music, not even talent was
needed. It was new, it was empty, it was easy to succeed. However, as time went by, more and more people
became bloggers and the amount of content is just ridiculous. There is no way in hell you can become a
successful youtuber with out having a nice set of equipment ($$$), a GREAT new idea/ or an OUTSTANDING
personality, and a good manager (yup, random youtubers don't blow up randomly). Same thing awaits onlyfans.
ATM its quite easy to become a highly paid thot, by the time 2030 arrives -- it will be nearly impossible for an
HB 8/10 and lower to get a place at the onlyfans money well.
As all things -- onlyfans will rise and it will fall. Its just a matter of time. But for now, enjoy the decline, while
these dumb fucks pay up for nudes (i mean lmao idiots the internet is filled with porn why you paying for this
shit plz explain somebody) you have an opportunity to save up money, invest it, and bang some hot ass milfs
when they are done gathering money from their young age.
One more thing -- keep in mind that times change. A few hundred years ago it was unthinkable for a respected
woman to show her naked legs to a man that is not her husband. Now -- we think of muslims covering their
wifes as "barbaric". As time goes, people will indulge in the sexual stuff and it will be normalized. Is it bad? Idk.
My grand father would never marry a non-virgin woman. Today -- we are okay with a girl having less than 3
partners and think its kinda weird to be a virgin at 21+. Humanity standards will change. Don't be dramatic.
Enjoy life right now -- there is only one of it
[deleted] 9 September, 2020 07:12 PM*

[removed]
[deleted] • 2 points • 9 September, 2020 07:52 PM

I'm not relying on anyone, I have my own brain to help me through this life. The fact that government
regulates social interaction to benefits it self -- is indisputable. There is no benefit for the government of
having a nation made entirely out of simps. In my opinion it will always be 20/80. Again, you can believe
what ever that fuck you want to believe.
When it comes to male thirst -- it is awesome! Except proper males have thirst for money, power and
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knowledge, not for thots.
And who said anything about LTRing a whore? I'm simply saying that there is nothing wrong about
fucking one or two. Just be safe ;)
squishles • 4 points • 9 September, 2020 07:13 PM*

western countries hit the just import more option rather than curb issues spiking population decline. Fits the
economic religion, cheaper>wealth, we'll all be dead before the consequences hit, and someone can repeat
that after the consequences hit until we hit collapse ad infinitum and be completely correct.
nofappp • 0 points • 9 September, 2020 11:45 PM

fan interaction is the real selling point of Onlyfans.
Overkillengine • 2 points • 10 September, 2020 12:10 AM

Nothing changed except there be evidence of it online to find out in advance instead of having to find it out other
ways.
Illoyonex • 2 points • 10 September, 2020 02:45 AM

It doesn't matter if they're undatable, because I'll only be having sex with them and dispose of them after that,
and look for the next pretty one. That's the kinda life I want to lead.
Attract, seduce, fuck, dump, next.
BlackFire68 • 2 points • 10 September, 2020 03:00 AM

Good. I mean, they are pretty much undateable now
HorvathRed • 2 points • 11 September, 2020 12:57 AM

So, what is the point of this post? Speculating about the future seems really counter to this sub's purpose. When
and if this time really comes, we'll start debating the most adequate, red-pilled sexual strategy to get this overvalidated poon. There's plenty to focus on the now.
redpillschool[S] • 1 point • 11 September, 2020 01:27 PM

Speculating about the future seems really counter to this sub's purpose.
Analyzing trends and preparing strategies for the future is what separates the prepared man from the one
caught off guard.
throwaway69764 • 3 points • 9 September, 2020 05:29 PM

This is honestly the thing I struggle with the most. The entire world is going to shit morally, and with the decay
of moral values, instability and violent crisis will likely follow (we can already see it with the anarchist riots
mostly peaceful protests). I know I'm not supposed to care how other people live their lives, but if I suddenly
were appointed dictator of the world I would prohibit all of this degeneracy at once. It's starting to take a toll on
my mental health seeing the world's moral standards fall into flames. How can I train myself to give less fucks
about this?
yacrazu • 7 points • 9 September, 2020 08:56 PM

Things have always been in "decay". Read some classics, Marcus Aurelius for example. Ecclesiastes. Don't
worry about what others are doing, or you'll have a whole life spent stressing out about things you can't
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control that have nothing to do with you.
[deleted] • 1 point • 9 September, 2020 11:27 PM

Only the undateable ones will have OnlyFans.
INNASKILLZ2K18 • 1 point • 25 September, 2020 03:16 AM

All the more reason to stay in your own frame and fuck all this bullshit.
Does a guy fall into 'how does this affect the SMP?' and 'women be doing this that the other, so now I need to
redevelop my strategy to account for all of this'?
Or does he say 'I literally don't give a shit'?
Who cares? Seriously, if you're a high value male with his head on straight, who gives a shit what the masses of
thots are doing? Shit like OF is playground, retardo retarded shit for the morons on both sides.
Better shit to do and focus on if you're a man of value with anything of importance in his life.
tomsmith856 • 1 point • 9 September, 2020 05:29 PM

Soon women will be turned on by the sound of a cash register going 'kerching'
the_zipline_champion • 2 points • 10 September, 2020 01:28 PM

They're not already?
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